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NobleHour is an online tool where you can connect
with nonprofits, find volunteer opportunities that
interest you and verify your community engagement.

With NobleHour, you have access to a wealth of tools and resources to manage your volunteering,
service, and curriculum-based projects. At the same time, you can build your leadership skills, have
fun connecting with your community, and SHOW your impact!

Quickly find and team up with
community partners in your area
using the Explore map. Approved business
partners can contribute news, content,
resources and opportunities with your
online community.

Track Volunteer or
Service Learning Hours
NobleHour’s hassle-free hour
tracking makes it easy to log, track and
approve your volunteer or service learning
hours. And now you can track your hours on
the go with the NobleHour mobile app!

Add Events to your Calendar
Our complete community calendar
brings every opportunity and event
together in one easy-to-access location.

Implementing Your Own Emplo

yee Volunteer Program

One of the best things about
building your own VTO program
is that you can customize it
business. Volunteer program
to suit your
s are quite flexible and can
be crafted to work in any size
a range of budgets.
company and within

IS A
PAID TIME OFF FOR VOLUNTEERING
PERKS.
GROWING TREND IN EMPLOYEE
now offer volunteer
Nearly 1 in 4 companies in the U.S.
(EVP)
programs
volunteer
Employee
VTO.
time off, or
nt and a sense
can help companies foster engageme
re, employees
of loyalty in their employees. Furthermo
ng.
volunteeri
while
skills
develop teamwork and people
And of course, volunteering
their coworkers outside of the office.
It’s also an opportunity to bond with
gives back to a good cause.
three types of policies, as well as
these
out
check
s,
employee
your
to
If you’re interested in offering VTO
your own program.
four guidelines for implementing

NobleHour also shows you the impact you’re making in the community.

Find Community Partners

Tips to Create
Your Employee
Volunteer Program

Types of Volunteer Time Off Policies

Create Groups

volunteer work. The amount of time
time given to employees for doing
s,
Volunteer Time Off (VTO) is paid
40 hours per year. Some companie
but it can range between four and
of nonprofits or
granted depends on the company,
VTO. Many businesses have a list
of
hours
unlimited
offer
choose their
like the consulting firm Deloitte,
while others allow employees to
hours,
VTO
their
using
when
causes employees choose from
own organization.

Use groups to track volunteer hours
for a class or club. With groups you
can manage communication, files, and other
resources in one place.

volunteering,
Corporate Volunteering, or company
does as a
includes volunteer projects a company
employees to
group. This type of volunteering allows
of their daily
bond and build skills together outside
s form their
responsibilities. In some cases, employee
ies that work for
own “groups” and choose opportunit
a time for all
them, while other businesses organize
or cause.
employees to give back to a charity

Measure your Impact
on your Community
Impact measurement and
assessment tools show the economic and
qualitative impact individuals, groups, and
entire organizations are making in their
communities.

Employee volunteer
programs (EVP) can
help companies foster
engagement and a sense of
loyalty in their employees

involves programs
Employer-sponsored Volunteerism
agency.
that partner a company with a nonprofit
s to get employees involved
between nonprofits and companie
The main goal is to bridge the gap
volunteer information with their
might offer VTO, or simply share
leaders
Company
ng.
with volunteeri
employee’s volunteer
time. Or, a company may match an
own
their
on
participate
can
employees so they
in a Dollars for Doers program.
hours with donations to the nonprofit

Post and Manage Events
and Volunteer Opportunities
Your fully-personalized online
community enables both administrators
and members to submit events and share
volunteer opportunities.

To build and implement your

own program, consider the
following four guidelines:
Offer an Amount of Paid Time
that Fits Your Business
Four hours of VTO per year
is the minimum that compan
ies generally offer, but eight
is the preferred average range.
to twenty-four
40 hours per year is typically
the maximum, but compan
break that barrier with unlimite
ies like Deloitte
d VTO offerings.
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Choose a Qualifying Nonprofi

t Organization

For many companies, their
employee volunteers must
choose an organization that
a 501(c)(3), tax-exempt nonprofi
is registered as
t. The IRS must classify it as
a public charity and its mission
the community and should
should serve
not have a political or religious
primary purpose. However,
choose to offer VTO or voluntee
your company may
r programs that support local
schools or communities that
a nonprofit. That’s up to your
don’t operate as
business at the end of the
day.
Decide How to Approve and
Track Your VTO
An easy way to keep track
of VTO is to treat it like paid
time off, or PTO. Ask your employe
submit VTO requests to manage
es to
rs for approval. NobleHour
can track hours, and help supplem
platform to ensure informat
ion is up to date and connect
ent your HR
ed, plus it provides easy-toany stakeholders.
read impact reports for
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Put Other Eligibility Require
ments in Place
For many businesses, VTO
isn’t offered to every employe
e. For your business, decide
employees need the same
if part-time
eligibility requirements as full-time
employees. Also, consider
employees must be working
how long new
at your company in order to
receive VTO. Set standard
maximum VTO an employe
s for the minimum and
e can take. For example, a
common standard is a two-hou
consecutive days for the maximu
r minimum and two
m.
When you have an employe
e volunteer program that outlines
the rules for your employe
easy for them to participate.
es, you make it
Communicating your EVP or
VTO offerings clearly is one
providing your employees
of the first steps in
with a fulfilling and meaning
ful volunteer experience.

Are you ready to create your
own Employee Volunteer
Program?
Let us help you get started
today!

www.noblehour.com

DOWNLOAD THE APP!
www.noblehour.com/upstatemedicaluniversity • support.noblehour.com

WELCOME TO THE
TREETOP FAMILY

FASCINATING STATISTICS
about Corporate Social Responsibility Programs
BENEFITS OF CSR

EFFECTIVE CSR can increase the market value of a company by
4 to 6% and can increase shareholder value by $1.28 billion in 15 years

tunities since 2007

WELCOME TO THE
TREETOP
FAMILY
been so easy.

Connecting Volunteers to Oppor
Find Volunteer Opportunities

ment on the Go

Track and Visualize your Engage

CSR PRACTICES CAN POTENTIALLY:

Making a difference has never

finding opportunities
your free profile today and begin

20%
Increase revenue

7.5%
Increase employee

by up to 20%

engagement by up to 7.5%

50%
Reduce company’s staff

13%
Increase productivity

turnover rate by up to 50%

by up to 13%

Impact Measurement
& Reporting

4-6%
Increase market value

40%
Reduce the cost of

Group Management

by up to 4-6%

debt by 40% or more

11%
Establish CSR brand and

$3,700
Improvements in CSR

reputation value as 11% of the
total value of the company

performance has the same
effect on retention as an
increase in annual salary
of $3,700/year

Create
in your area.

Dr. Seuss
We’re thankful to have you in the family and we
know you’ll help us make the world a better place.

Unless someone like
you cares a whole
awful lot, nothing is
going to get better.

TAO IM PAC T

ECONOMIC IMPACT

September 2019
Dr. Seuss

TOP CAUSE AREAS

Cumulative TotalWe’re thankful to have you in the family and we

$35,875

know you’ll help us make the world a better place.

Education

Youth

Houselessness

Equity

Time Tracking
Opportunity & Event Posting
Communication & Networking

IMPACT LEADERS
Adpearance

AskNicely

ns are turning to NobleHour.
See why thousands of organizatio
com.
For more information, visit www.nob

lehour.

Sources: Double the Donation, Povvado Survey, JB Were Support Report 2018, Project ROI, Good 360

Unless someone like
you cares a whole
awful lot, nothing is
going to get better.
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Cray Environmental Design

Cray Corporate Brochure - Rebrand
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new discoveries
and solve your
— analytics, machine and
WHAT
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deep learning
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XC™ series
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the most
Make
new discoveries
solve your
challengingand
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toughest computational problems
Power
ces Cray®
with the
with ouradvan
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XC™exper
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expertly optimized
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andthe
deep
learning.
Cray® CS™ cluster supercomputers. Barriers
to artificial intelligence adoption fall with the
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L INTE
Cray®
CS-Storm™
accelerated
cluster, purposeLLIGENCE
built
for tools
machine
and deep learning.
Get the
to succe
ed with
AI.Power your AI workfl
ows with
the Cray® Urika®-XC and
Cray®

SUPERCOMPUTING
supercompu

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Get the tools to succeed with
AI.Power your AI workflows with
the Cray® Urika®-XC and Cray®

Dr. Lawrence Cheung and
the team from GE Global
Research
are maximizing power produc
tion.

Dr. Lawrence Cheung and the team from GE Global Research
are maximizing power production.
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hidden
in your
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The Cray Urika-XC AI and
analytics software
suite unlocks sophisticat
ed big data analytics
at
the speed
of super
The Cray
Urika-XC
AI and
analytics
software
comp
uting. Run
both
simula
tion and
analytics workl
suite
unlocks
sophisticated
big data
oadsanalytics
across all
data on
atyour
the speed
ofone
supercomputing.
Run both
machine.
simulation and analytics workloads across all
your data on one machine.

DATA STORAGE

Reduce TCO, scale efficie
ntly and

DATA
optimSTORAGE
ize performance with

Cray®
ClusterStor®
scale-efficiently
Reduce
TCO, scale
out Lustreand
®
storage system
s.
optimize
performance
with Cray®
ClusterStor® scale-out Lustre®
storage systems.

Dr. Brian Mitchell and his
team develop the CFD
software GE uses to design
quieter
, more
Dr.more
Brianefficien
Mitchell and his team
develop
the durabl
CFD e and
t jet engines.
software GE uses to designquieter, more durable and
more efficient jet engines.

ClusterStor storage system
s balance the value
equation with the right
perfor
ClusterStor
storage systems
balance
value
mance,the
speed
,
scalability, data protection
and availaspeed,
equation
with the right performance,
bility, all
within the right budget.
scalability,
data protection and availability, all
within the right budget.

CRAY IN THE CLOUD
Whether
CRAY
INtacklin
THE gCLOUD
demanding

modeling and simulation
workloads,
Whether tackling
demanding
ramping up next-generat
modeling
and simulation ion
workloads,
sequencing workflows or
protecting
ramping up next-generation
against cyber threats, our
cloud solutions give
sequencing workflows or protecting
you more options for realizi
ng the
against cyber threats, our cloud
solutions
benefitsgive
of
supercomputing.
you more options for realizing the benefits of
supercomputing.
Choose our Microsoft Azure
cloud solution for
a fully-optimized compute
exper
Choose our Microsoft Azure
cloud
solution
ience
or getfor
blazing-fast analytics via
a hoste
a fully-optimized compute
experience
get
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l with
Cray and Markley — all witho
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Cray and Markley — all without
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Dr. Ralf Schneider of the
High Performance Compu
ting
Center Stuttgart is improv
ing bone fracture treatm
ent
and shortening recovery
time.
Dr. Ralf Schneider of the High Performance Computing
Center Stuttgart is improving bone fracture treatment
and shortening recovery time.
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Seattle Humane Society – Late Summer Love Campaign

Late Summer Love
Aug. 31-Sept. 3

$25 off

adoption fees
for all pets in
our care

We’re having a
Presentation Pawty!

Thank you
for showing
your incred
ible suppor
t for
Seattle Hu
mane’s Ma
xMobile
and “Walk
of Fame!”

This isn’t just a fling...
it’s everlasting love!

Sponsored by:

Seattle Humane Society – Annual Report

Seattle Humane
by
the Numbers

Seattle Humane’s Capital Campaign
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4,221

216

2,553

Our exciting plans extend to a new look and feel, including a new logo, website
and our engaging “Animal People Can” advertising campaign. Look for billboards,100
pets were saved by

our
e Program

dogs benefited from

the Lexus
bus
ads,
and
a full-page spread in pets
Seattle
Met
andunity
Seattle
Magazine! You may
even
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Fund, a medical
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were
fund for shelter dogs
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unwanted litters

d or
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inred,
ourpreve
campaign.
nting Learn more and get

involved at animalpeoplecan.org.
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Helpin

Pet Proje

Helps pet
food and

hospital, and animal shelter to replace our current aging facilities.

alpe

involved at anim

Providing Extra Care
for Fragile Animals

Seattle Humane is
a private shelter that
receives no local, state
or federal funding.
,
Thanks to the supp
ort of
comm
our generous
unity we
Seattle
Humane
has
plans.
We publically
announced
arebig
able
to save
thousands of hom
orphaned, and aban
eless,
our the
capital campaign indone
Mayd2015
to every
build year
a new
animals
and dedicate
majority of funds to
their ongo
ing primary
care. care teaching
57,000-square-foot adoption
center,

Our Sources of Rev

Veterinary
Treatments
Provided

enue

Campaign Budget

96
Pledge in the First 10 Years of our newsenior
home:
82%We
pets benefited from
Donations
Sammie’s Fund for
Fees for Services 18%
elderly
100,000
80,000 shelter anima
ls

Estimated Project Costs
Construction – physical facility,
tax, site work, demo

$20,300,000

Architect, permits, temporary
facilities, project management

$7,050,000

dogs, cats and critters will be
Seattle Humane
placed
loving families
is awith
safe

$29,800,000

200,000

Project Revenues
Gifts and pledges

$23,300,000

In-kind gifts and
equipment donations

$1,500,000

Long-term financing

$5,000,000

TOTAL

$29,800,000

Ava was given a second chance
when we transferred her to
Seattle Humane from another
shelter. She lacked confidence
but blossomed into a perky
pup thanks to the love and
patience of her new family.

25,000

additional pets will be rescued from
high-kill
shelters and communities
Thanks
to our Life-Saver Rescue
Program, we’re
without
shelters
able to transfer in
pets like Hattie, who
needed
extra time in foster
care to nurse her kittens.
When Hattie’s kittens
were old enough,
we found
Hattie and each of
her little ones a purrfec
t home.
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20,000
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1,300

WSU students will receive
high-quality, high-volume training
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45,138
days of foster
care were donated
by volunteers
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to advanced
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our most medical
fragile technology,
community memequipment,
at our medical facility 5,579
bers keep expertise
and
pets benefited from
care for their belov
ed pets when
volunteer foster care
they need them most
.

Development, marketing,
$2,450,000
campaign counsel, public relations
TOTAL

pets in qualified-income households
will receive spay and neuter services
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password reuse

America’s Dirty Rubber Tire Problem
HOW AN INNOVATIVE COMPANY IS REINCARNATING
WASTE AS WONDERFULLY GRIPPY YOGA MATS

OUR BIG RUBBER TIRE PROBLEM

1.2 Billion

STOLEN

Usernames
& Passwords
315 million

We are throwing
away tires at an

per year annually
as of 2013

alarming rate

What do they do with your access?

1 Tire

per person
per year

$$$

LOG INTO

STEAL

Popular websites as you

ACCESS

Credit card info & data

work identity

What happens to the tires?
Despite durable value,
1/2 are burnt for

ATTACK
on Intel

YOU

crude energy
1/4 of scrap

tires end up in
landfills each year

Four Tips
www

TDF (Tire Derived Fuel) Even if we

burnt 100% of the discarded tires it would
only supply 0.24% of US energy needs

1
3

Inorganic metals and organic additives in
rubber tires leach toxic pollutants
and carbon black into the environment.

ONE Account
ONE Password

TIRES CAN BE RECYCLED INSTEAD
Rubber tires can be broken down, shredded, ground, and
recycled. Some common uses for recycled rubber tires
are in asphalt, playgrounds, artificial reefs, and even sandals!

noun
noun: tyre; plural noun: tyres; noun: tire; plural noun: tires
A rubber covering, typically inflated or surrounding an inflated inner tube,
placed around a wheel to form a flexible contact with the road.
Most provide traction between the vehicle and the road while providing
a flexible cushion that absorbs shock.

HEATING VALUE

PASSWORD:

2
4

*****

www

NAME: Suzie
PASSWORD:

Smith

*****

Password
MANAGER

TWO-FACTOR
Authentication
CHANGE Passwords
REGULARLY

password reuse

What are tires?

tire

NAME: Suzie Smith

Create a
New Password

of average size passenger tires is
between 13,000 and 15,000 Btu/lb

www

www

NAME: Suzie Smith
PASSWORD:

*****

Going Crazy

!

!

@

?

?

Use the
Same Password

@

www

NAME: Suzie Smith

?

PASSWORD:

*****

www
NAME: Suzie Smith
PASSWORD:

www

TIRES CAN BE REINCARNATED AS YOGA MATS

NAME: Suzie Smith
PASSWORD:

that provide traction, flexible cushion and absorb shock

*****

www

*****

NAME: Suzie Smith
PASSWORD:

*****

Kharma Khare transforms waste to a wonderful material

for yoga practice, through a patent-pending manufacturing process

Account gets
Hacked

Pulverizes rubber to
micronized rubber
powder

Removes metal
components

Match Accounts

Breach Work

$$$

1010100100010110
0011000110010101
1010100100010110
0011000110010101
1010100100010110
0011000110010101

1010100100010110
0011000110010101
1010100100010110
0011000110010101
1010100100010110
0011000110010101

Uses a solvent (that can be used over
and over again!) to remove all carbon
black from the tire material

Infosec
Saves the Day
Binds clean material
with a VOC-free
non-toxic agent

Generates final rubber
mat material that is safe,
non-toxic and hypoallergenic

Infosec

grippier it gets

rubber tire

01

20%

Hybrid Bliss:
Made from 1/2
rubber tire

System

Logomark

Typography
Color
practice yoga.
20.4 million Logomark
people in US

Form
System

Applications

*****
*****
*****
*****
PASSWORD:
*****
PASSWORD:
PASSWORD:

PASSWORD:

support and stability

1/2 rubber tire

*****

PASSWORD:

Shock absorbing material
provides perfect blend of

Kharma Khare’s Yoga Mats
Reincarnated:
Reincarnated
Made from 3/4
Lite: Made from

NAME: Suzie Smith
PASSWORD:

WHY TIRES MAKE OUTSTANDING YOGA MATS
Traction improves with
heat: The more you sweat, the

Always create a
Unique Password

Brand Messaging

If each yogi used a Kharma Khare yoga mat,

we could recycle nearly 20% of the yoga
Black/White/Grayscale
Correct
Usage
mats
that end up in landfills each year.
Incorrect Usage

Now that's good Kharma!

SOURCES:
• Yoga Journal: "New Study Finds More Than
1. 20 Million Yogis in U.S."

http://www.yogajournal.com/uncategorized/new-study-finds-20-million-yogis-u-s/

• EPA: "Common Wastes & Materials - Scrap Tires" - http://www.epa.gov/osw/conserve/materials/tires/basic.htm
• Protecting Paradise: "Environmental Impact of Proposed Tire Dump" - http://protectingparadise.org/legal-brief/
• Chemical & Engineering News: "Tire Inferno" - http://cen.acs.org/articles/91/i43/Tire-Inferno.html
• Scrap Tire News: "Tire Derived Fuel" - http://www.scraptirenews.com/tdf.php
• Wikipedia: "Tire" - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tire
2.

kharmakhare.com

2. Icon: to be used as a trademark device, in web formats, or when an alternative to the Standalone
Logomark is needed

DAWN BENDER
SOCIAL MEDIA
BinjTV Social Media Assets – Google ads, web banners, email promos, twitter & instagram

DAWN BENDER
PHOTOGRAPHY
Product Photography

Wholesale Linesheets

DAWN BENDER
MULTIMEDIA/VIDEO
McAfee Storyboards and Motion Graphics

McAfee Video Elements

